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INTRODUCTION
 Climate change has occurred and become the most Climate change has occurred and become the most 

threatening environmental, social, and economic threatening environmental, social, and economic 
problem in the worldproblem in the world

 Vietnam is considered as one of the highest riskVietnam is considered as one of the highest riskVietnam is considered as one of the highest risk Vietnam is considered as one of the highest risk 
countries which are facing the effects of climate change.countries which are facing the effects of climate change.

 It is estimated that aboutIt is estimated that about 4 4% of Vietnamese territory4 4% of Vietnamese territory It is estimated that aboutIt is estimated that about 4.4% of Vietnamese territory  4.4% of Vietnamese territory  
will be sunk under sea water whenever it rises up to one will be sunk under sea water whenever it rises up to one 
meter if the temperature increases 3meter if the temperature increases 3ooC in the year 2100C in the year 2100pp yy

 We can realize the increasing of climate change through We can realize the increasing of climate change through 
some strange and significant climatic phenomena suchsome strange and significant climatic phenomena suchsome strange and significant climatic phenomena such some strange and significant climatic phenomena such 
as lots of terrific hurricanes happening in recent yearsas lots of terrific hurricanes happening in recent years



INTRODUCTION

 The climate change catastrophe mainly causes byThe climate change catastrophe mainly causes by The climate change catastrophe mainly causes by The climate change catastrophe mainly causes by 
human with lots of nonhuman with lots of non--environmentalenvironmental--friendly activitiesfriendly activities

 C t l i d l i h dC t l i d l i h d Coastal, river and canal erosions have occurred Coastal, river and canal erosions have occurred 
continuously and quite severelycontinuously and quite severely

 Climate change, together with the raise of sea level, Climate change, together with the raise of sea level, 
makes the city drainage become more complicatedmakes the city drainage become more complicated

 The cityThe city--flood is under effects of climate change and flood is under effects of climate change and 
urbanization urbanization 



CAUSES

 The major cause is the emission of carbon dioxide, The major cause is the emission of carbon dioxide, 
which brings about the Glasshouse Effect the increasewhich brings about the Glasshouse Effect the increasewhich brings about the Glasshouse Effect, the increase which brings about the Glasshouse Effect, the increase 
of the Earth temperature, the melt of icebergs, and the of the Earth temperature, the melt of icebergs, and the 
rise of sea levelrise of sea levelrise of sea level rise of sea level 

 The movement of the Earth itself may also cause The movement of the Earth itself may also cause 
climate changeclimate changeclimate changeclimate change

 Human improper activities do harm to the environment Human improper activities do harm to the environment 
h d t i i h d f t d filli ih d t i i h d f t d filli isuch as destroying riverhead forests and filling up riverssuch as destroying riverhead forests and filling up rivers

 The city expansion projects destroy many ponds and The city expansion projects destroy many ponds and 
lakes, canals and springslakes, canals and springs



CONSEQUENSES
 Huge amount of carbon dioxide emission makes the Huge amount of carbon dioxide emission makes the 

climate change strangely and abnormallyclimate change strangely and abnormallyg g y yg g y y

 Filling up rivers and encroaching riversides will eliminate Filling up rivers and encroaching riversides will eliminate 
water containers and natural drainage systemwater containers and natural drainage systemwater containers and natural drainage systemwater containers and natural drainage system

 The city expansion projects also destroy many water The city expansion projects also destroy many water 
t i hil th j t tt i hil th j t tcontainers; meanwhile, there are no projects to containers; meanwhile, there are no projects to 

compensate for those shortagescompensate for those shortages

 Vietnamese coastlines have been eroded continuously; Vietnamese coastlines have been eroded continuously; 
coastlines have invaded farther into the mainlandcoastlines have invaded farther into the mainland

 Terrific floods have severely eroded the basin of rivers Terrific floods have severely eroded the basin of rivers 
at almost every riverside at almost every riverside 



COASTLINE EROSION

Coastline erosion at Vung taug



COASTLINE EROSION

Coastline erosion at Vung tau



RIVERSIDE EROSION

Riverside erosion at Tien giangg g



RIVERSIDE EROSION

Riverside erosion at Tien giangg g



ACTIONS NEED TO BE DONE

 Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment has Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment has 
approved a threeapproved a three stage national program of facing withstage national program of facing withapproved a threeapproved a three--stage national program of facing with stage national program of facing with 
climate change from 2009 to 2015 which costs climate change from 2009 to 2015 which costs 
approximately 1965 billion VNDapproximately 1965 billion VNDapproximately 1965 billion VNDapproximately 1965 billion VND

 Protecting land from erosion, i.e. preventing land loss Protecting land from erosion, i.e. preventing land loss 
and protecting coastline dyke from damages is toand protecting coastline dyke from damages is toand protecting coastline dyke from damages is to and protecting coastline dyke from damages is to 
preserve the land, the water by reforesting and  preserve the land, the water by reforesting and  
preventing deforestationpreventing deforestationp gp g

 We should have an action plan for flood water receding, We should have an action plan for flood water receding, 
wave and current exterminationwave and current exterminationwave and current exterminationwave and current extermination



TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS FOR 
FLOOD FIGHTINGFLOOD FIGHTING

a. Flood due to climate change:a. Flood due to climate change:
-- Large scale sea level raise fighting: build protective Large scale sea level raise fighting: build protective 

dykes along coastlines of Vietnamdykes along coastlines of Vietnam
-- SaltSalt--penetration fighting: dams for preventing saltpenetration fighting: dams for preventing salt--

penetration and receding floods are suitablepenetration and receding floods are suitable
b. Cityb. City--flood due to urbanization, climate change and other flood due to urbanization, climate change and other 

reasons:reasons:
-- Water contain system should be prepared enough   Water contain system should be prepared enough   

capacity to contain water from many sources. capacity to contain water from many sources. 
-- It’s better to control water rising level caused by tidal, It’s better to control water rising level caused by tidal, 

inundation, rain and others by using drainage system inundation, rain and others by using drainage system 
of 4 gradesof 4 grades



TECHNICAL SOLUTIONS FOR 
EROSION FIGHTINGEROSION FIGHTING

 Build antiBuild anti--erosion system offshore in order to decreaseerosion system offshore in order to decrease Build antiBuild anti--erosion system offshore in order to decrease erosion system offshore in order to decrease 
wave and current strength on the dykes by antiwave and current strength on the dykes by anti--wave wave 
reforesting or seaward encroaching dykesreforesting or seaward encroaching dykesg g yg g y

 Sand erosion caused of wind and wave can be ceased Sand erosion caused of wind and wave can be ceased 
by antiby anti--wave reforesting (planting sea water morningwave reforesting (planting sea water morningby antiby anti wave reforesting (planting sea water morning wave reforesting (planting sea water morning 
glory, casuarinas…etc) or build simple antiglory, casuarinas…etc) or build simple anti--wave and wave and 
antianti--current constructionscurrent constructions

 To protect riversides or canal sides from erosion, we To protect riversides or canal sides from erosion, we 
should plant some protective trees such as bamboo,should plant some protective trees such as bamboo,should plant some protective trees such as bamboo, should plant some protective trees such as bamboo, 
nipa, aegiceras…nipa, aegiceras…



COASTLINE PROTECTIVE DYKE

P i d k Ni h hProtective dyke at Ninh thuan



SAND PROTECTIVE FENCE

Sand protective fence at Ba ria- vung taup g



COASTLINE PROTECTIVE GEOTUBE

Sand protective geotube at Ba ria- vung tauSand protective geotube at Ba ria- vung tau



COASTLINE PROTECTION 

Sand protective geotube at Ba ria- vung tauSand protective geotube at Ba ria- vung tau



CANAL SIDE PROTECTION

Protective trees along Cho gao canal – Tien giangProtective trees along Cho gao canal – Tien giang



RIVERSIDE PROTECTION

Riverside protective construction – Binh quoiRiverside protective construction – Binh quoi



CONCLUSION
1.To face the climate change, to fight against city1.To face the climate change, to fight against city--flood flood 

are the most important and essential missionsare the most important and essential missionsare the most important and essential missions. are the most important and essential missions. 

2.2. A functional team should be assigned to supervise A functional team should be assigned to supervise 
d f ll th j td f ll th j tand follow the project progress. and follow the project progress. 

3.3. To prepare action plans for short and long term To prepare action plans for short and long term 
project, include a system of climate change and its project, include a system of climate change and its 
effects measuring. effects measuring. 

4. To get professional ideas and suggestions from local 4. To get professional ideas and suggestions from local 
and oversea specialists of related subjects and and oversea specialists of related subjects and 
problems problems 



CONCLUSION

5. To broadcast the issues openly in order to share 5. To broadcast the issues openly in order to share 
knowledge and to get supports from the public.knowledge and to get supports from the public.

66 To set up reliable regulations of preventing improperTo set up reliable regulations of preventing improper6.6. To set up reliable regulations of preventing improper To set up reliable regulations of preventing improper 
activities which may harm environment, speedactivities which may harm environment, speed--up up 
climate change and intensify the cityclimate change and intensify the city--flood. To set up flood. To set up 
measures of detecting and controlling violations. measures of detecting and controlling violations. 

7.7. To have concrete programs and solutions to face withTo have concrete programs and solutions to face with7.7. To have concrete programs and solutions to face with To have concrete programs and solutions to face with 
climate change and cityclimate change and city--flood timely and effectively.flood timely and effectively.


